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Let G be a group of Lie type, let K be an algebraically closed field, and let V be
a faithful irreducible KG module. The aim of this paper is to provide bounds for
1Ž .dim H G, V as a function of dim V. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Let G be a finite group and let k be a field of characteristic p ) 0. Let
V be a faithful kG module. In the case where G is a finite Chevalley
1Ž .group, explicit results for H G, V have been obtained for specific mod-
Ž w x. Ž w x.ules see JP or for small rank groups see S1, S2, S4 . We will be
1Ž .concerned with bounding the dimension of H G, V as a function of the
Ž w x.dimension of V. The following result see AS shows that one can restrict
one’s attentions to simple groups and irreducible modules.
1Ž .THEOREM 1. If G acts faithfully on V, then either H G, V s 0, or there
exists a subnormal simple subgroup L of G such that
dim H 1 G, V F dim H 1 L, WŽ . Ž .
for any nontri¤ial irreducible KL submodule of W of V.
w x 1Ž . w xIn AG it was shown that dim H G, V - dim V, and later in G the
21Ž .result was improved to dim H G, V F dim V, and it was conjectured in3
1 2Ž .that a better bound can be obtained instead of . On the other hand2 3
w x w xconcrete results as in JP or S1, S2, S4 suggest that the universal bound is
very crude and that better bounds could be obtained for particular groups.
ŽIn particular there is no example of a finite simple group G and an
1Ž . .irreducible kG module V with dim H G, V ) 2.
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This paper will be concerned only with the case where G is a finite
Chevalley group. The main result is the following theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 2. Let G s G q be a finite simple group of Lie type. If V is an
irreducible kG module where char k s p, then
dim H 1 G, V F c dim V ,Ž .
where c is as in Table I if p does not di¤ide q and as in Table II if prq.
w xThe case of G s A was considered in GK , and the case of sporadicn
w x w xgroups was considered in GH . In particular in GH these results were
combined to obtain
THEOREM 3. If G is a finite group, k is a field with char k s p, and V is
an irreducible kG module that is faithful as a G-module, then
11dim H G, V F dim V ,Ž . 2
Ž . Ž n.and the inequality is strict unless F* G s L 2 , n ) 1, where V is the2
Ž . Ž .natural module or a Frobenius twist of it or F* G s A and V is the6
4-dimensional heart of the natural permutation module in characteristic 3.
Since we have a duality between cohomology and homology for finite
Ž w x.groups see Br , we obtain the following, which has recently been used by
w xSegal and Shalev SS .
COROLLARY 1.1. If G is a finite group, k is a field, and V is an irreducible
kG module that is faithful as a G-module, then
1dim H G, V F dim V ,Ž .1 2
Ž n.and the inequality is strict unless G is of the type L 2 , where V is the natural2
Ž . Ž .module or a twist of it or F* G s A and V is the heart of the natural6
Ž .permutation module in characteristic 3 in particular V has dimension 4 .
In the next two sections we will describe the techniques used in the
proof of the main theorem, and in the final section we will proceed with
the case-by-case analysis.
2. CROSS CHARACTERISTIC
Consider G as a finite group and V as an irreducible G module. Let
w x  4G, V [ gx y x N g g G, x g V ,
C G [ V G ,Ž .V
 4Der G, V [ set of derivations from G “ VŽ .
IDer G, V [ d g Der G, V N ’m g V with d g s gm y m . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
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TABLE I
The Mixed Characteristic Case
Name Bound Exceptions
gcd n, q y 1Ž . n s 2, q s 2, 3, 5
Ž .PSL qn ny1 G ( S , A , Aq y 1 3 4 5
n, q s 2, 2 « c s 1r3Ž . Ž .gcd n, q y 1Ž .
Ž . n s 2, q s 3, 5PSp q2 n ny1q y 1 « c s 1r2 q y 1Ž .
gcd n, q y 1Ž .
Ž .V q , q odd, n G 3 None2 nq1 ny1q y 1
gcd n, q y 1Ž .q Ž .V q , n G 4 None2 n ny1q y 1
gcd n y 1, q y 1Ž .y Ž .V q , n G 4 None2 n ny2q y 1
2gcd n, q y 1Ž .
Ž .PSU q , n G 2 None2 n 2Žny1.q y 1
12gcd n, q y 1 <Ž . n s 1, q ) 3, c s , d q q 1
Ž . d q y 1PSU q Ž .2 nq1 2Žny1.q y 1
n s 1, q s 3, p s 2, c s 1r6
12 Ž .B q q G 8 None2 ' qr2 q y 1Ž . Ž .
12 Ž .G q , q ) 32 q q y 1Ž .
gcd 2, q y 1Ž .
Ž .G q q ) 2 q s 3, 5 « c s 1r62 q y 1Ž .
gcd 2, q y 1Ž .3 Ž .D q q s 2, 3, 5 « c s 1r44 q y 1Ž .
12 2Ž . Ž .F q G s F 2 9, c s 1r64 4' qr2 q y 1Ž . Ž .
gcd 3, q y 1Ž .
Ž .F q None4 2q y 1Ž .
gcd i, q y 1Ž .
E q , i s 6, 7, 8Ž . Nonei iy1q y 1Ž .
2gcd 2, q y 1Ž .2 Ž .E q None6 2q y 1Ž .
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TABLE II
The Natural Characteristic Case
Bound
Name q G 5 q - 5 Exceptions
Ž . 1L q 1rn L q , q odd, c s 1r3Ž .n 2
k 4max t prime, t F n, t ƒ qt L 2 , c s 1r2Ž .2
1 1 U 3 , c s 1r6Ž .3Ž .U q if n odd , q s 2nq 1 U 4 , c s 1r3Ž . 4n q 1 max t prime, t F n 3t
1 U 2 , c s 1r5Ž .5
1rn if n even , q s 3, 4
U 4 , c s 1r3Ž .w xn q 1 r2Ž . 5
1
PSp q ,Ž .2 n 1r2n if q / 5, 9  4max t prime, t F ntq odd
PSp 3 , c s 1r3Ž .6
1rn if q s 5, 9 PSp q , c s 1r3Ž .4
for q s 3, 5, 9
V 3 , c s 1r3Ž .51
Ž . V 2 , V 4 , c s 1r4Ž . Ž .V q 1r2n 5 52 nq1  4max t prime, t F nt V 2 , c s 1r6Ž .7
1
q Ž . Ž Ž ..V q , n G 3 1r 2 n y 1 None2 n  4max t prime, t F nt
1
y Ž . Ž Ž ..V q , n G 3 1r 2 n y 1 None2 n  4max t prime, t F n y 1t
Ž .E q 1r12 1r5 None6
Ž .E q 1r18 1r7 None7
Ž .E q 1r30 1r7 None8
Ž .F q 1r12 1r3 None4
1r49 if q s 3 NoneŽ .G q 1r62 13r42 if q s 4 None
2 Ž .E q 1r12 1r3 None6
3 Ž .D q 1r6 } None4
2 Ž .B q 1r4 1r4 None2
2 Ž .G q 1r49 1r49 None2
2F 8 , c s 1r12Ž .42 Ž .F q 1r8 }4 X2F 2 , c s 1r13Ž .4
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1Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that H G, V s Der G, V rIDer G, V and that in the case
Ž .where V is faithful as a G module, dim IDer G, V s dim V.
Also if B F G then
Der G, V [ t g Der G, V N t is trivial on B . 4Ž . Ž .B
Ž w x.One of our main tools will be the following lemma cf. GK :
LEMMA 2.1. Let G and V be as before and suppose T F G and T F G,1 2
² : ² :so that G s T , T , B ; T l T , and T s B, S , where S eT and1 2 1 2 i i i i
both S are p9 groups. Theni
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a dim Der G, V F dim Der T , V q dim Der T , V .1 B 2
Ž . Ž . Ž Si. w xb Der T , V ( Der B, V [ S , V . In particular if B is cyclic,i i
Ž .dim Der T , V F dim V.i
Ž . Ž . w xBc Der T , V ( S , V .B i i
In most of the cases in which we will need to apply Lemma 2.1, the
corresponding S ’s will either be abelian or will admit a filtration with Bi
invariant subgroups such that the factors are abelian. In this special case
we will use the following.
COROLLARY 2.1. With the notation of Lemma 2.1, suppose that there
exists a B in¤ariant filtration
1 s R e R e ??? R s Sk ky1 0 2
such that ; i, R rR is abelian, dim V S1 F dim V S2 , there is C G 2 suchi iy1
1Ž . Ž .that dim H B, V F 1rC dim V and all orbits of the action of B on the
Žnontri¤ial characters of R rR ha¤e lengths G C In fact most of the timeiq1 i
.C will be the bound we already ha¤e for the subgroup B. Then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V ; i .Ž .
C
Proof. Using Lemma 2.1 we get
dim Der G, V F dim Der T , V q dim Der T , VŽ . Ž . Ž .1 B 2
BS1 w x w xs dim Der B , V q dim S , V q dim S , V .Ž . 1 2
From our hypothesis we can deduce that
1
S S S1 1 1dim Der B , V F dim V q dim V .Ž .
C
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w xTherefore we should consider the action of B on S , V . We can2
Ž .decompose V as a sum of irreducible S modules S is a p9 group . The2 2
action of B will permute those modules.
w x w x Ž .Consider W s S , V and note that W s R , W [ C R as a B0 2 0 1 0 W 101BŽ . Ž .module and that dim C R F dim C R . Inductively let W sW 1 W 1 iC0 0w x w x Ž .R , W and note that W s R , W [ C R as B modules, andi iy1 i iq1 i W iq1i1BŽ . Ž .in consequence dim C R F dim C R . Repeating the proce-W iq1 W iq1Ci i
dure until i s k y 1 and collecting the results, we obtain
Bw xdim S , V2
ky1 ky11 1B w xs dim C R F dim C R s dim S , V .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝW iq1 W iq1 2i iC Cis0 is0
Therefore
1 1 1
1 S2 w xdim H G, V F dim V q dim S , V F dim V .Ž . 2C C C
Next let G be a Chevalley group over F and let V be an irreducible KGq
Ž .module where K is a field we can assume it is algebraically closed of
characteristic p not dividing q. Then take P s L HQ as a maximalJ J J
parabolic subgroup of G, let PX be the opposite parabolic, and let L H beJ J
Ž p9Ž ..their common Levi factor L s O L H . Choose the set J so thatJ J
B ( L is a Chevalley group for which we already have a bound, sayJ
1Ž . Ž .dim H B, V F 1rC dim V for some C . Then we can take T s0 0 1
BQ , T s BQX in Lemma 2.1.J 2 J
w xFor the construction of the filtration we can use the results in ABS
concerning the action of the Levi factor of a parabolic subgroup on the
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .corresponding unipotent radical. If G, char F is one of B , 2 , C , 2 ,q n n
Ž . Ž .F , 2 , G , 2 or 3 , we say that G is of special type, and the results in4 2
w xABS will not hold as described. However, we will see that even in the
special cases we can still apply similar results. Note that for classical
groups in mixed characteristic we do not really need these results, since we
can deduce directly how B acts.
To fix the notation, let G be a Chevalley group with root system F, let
D be a fundamental set of roots, let J be a subsystem of D, and let P beJ
the parabolic subgroup of G corresponding to the subsystem J. Then
P s Q L H, whereJ J J
² q :Q [ X : a g F _ Z J ,J a
² :L [ X : a g F l Z J ,J a
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² q:and H is a Cartan subgroup normalizing U [ X : a g F . Also leta
q Ž q .L [ L H. Then if b g F _ F l Z J write b s b q b , where b sJ J J 9 J
Ýc a is the sum ranging over all a g J and b s Ýd a , with the sumj j j J 9 i i
ranging over all a g D _ J. Leti
height b [ c q dŽ . Ý Ýj i
level b [ dŽ . Ý i
shape b [ bŽ . J 9
Q i [ XŽ . Ł yb
Ž .level b Gi
V [ X .ŁS yb
Ž .shape b sS
Also let QŽ i. be the ith term in the descending central series for Q. Then
Ž w x.cf. Theorem 2 in ABS
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. a In the abo¤e notation, we ha¤e
Ž . Ž i. Ž iq1.i For each i G 1, Q rQ s ŁV , the product ranging o¤er allS
shapes of le¤el i.
Ž .ii If S is a shape of le¤el i then V is an irreducible F L module ofS q
highest weight yb , where b is the unique root of minimal height and shape
S.
Ž .b Also if G is a twisted Che¤alley group corresponding to the graph
automorphism t and if we consider the construction abo¤e at the le¤el of the
algebraic group, we get the following.
Ž . ti If V s V then V is an absolutely irreducible F module.S S S q
Ž . t Ž t . Ž Ž t t 2 . .ii If V / V , then V q V respecti¤ely V q V q V isS S S S t S S S t
Ž .2 3an absolutely irreducible F respecti¤ely F module.q q
Ž .c In the case where G is a group of special type, and if there are roots
of different lengths that ha¤e the same shape S, then the decomposition will
still hold, but V will be indecomposable of length F 2.S
Unfortunately in some cases we will have some one-dimensional factors,
which will not give much information. However, in those cases we will use
Ž w x.the following form of Clifford’s theorem cf. CR81, 11.20 .
THEOREM 4. Let Q be a normal subgroup of a group R, and let k be an
algebraically closed field. Let M be a simple kR-module, and let L be a simple
ŽkQ submodule of M such that L is stable relati¤e to R that is, L isQ
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.isomorphic to all its conjugates . Let G s RrQ. Then
M ( L m IK
for a left ideal I in the G graded algebra E s End LR. The R action onk R
L m I is gi¤en byK
x “ U x m V x , x g R ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .where U : R “ GL L is a projecti¤e representation of R on L and V is a
projecti¤e representation of G. The factor sets associated with U and V are
in¤erses of each other.
Ž n. nCOROLLARY 2.2. Let G ( SL p , p s q ) 4, and let Q be an extra2
2 nq1 Ž .special p group of order p such that G acts tri¤ially on Z Q and as the
Ž .natural module on QrZ Q . If M is an irreducible representation of the
semidirect product R s QG such that M is not linear, then M s W m W9,Q
where W is a nonlinear irreducible representation of Q and W9 is a projecti¤e
representation of G.
Proof. Using Theorem 4, we only need to prove that one can extend
any nonlinear representation C of Q to one of R. Let W be an irreducible
character of Q that is not linear. Then since this character vanishes
outside of the center and since G centralizes the center, W g ( W, where
by W g we mean the twist by g of the action of Q. Therefore there is some
Ž . Ž g . Ž Ž .. x gx g GL W such that C h s C h for all h g Q. The map g “ xg g
Ž² :. Ž Ž Ž .. ² :.gives an isomorphism G ( x r C C Q l x . Since C isg G LŽW . g
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. ² :irreducible, C C Q s Z GL W , and therefore x is a centralG LŽW . g
extension of G. However, unless q s 9, G is its own universal central
extension; hence this gives an extension of C.
Ž .In the remaining case q s 9 we note that up to isomorphism there is a
unique extra special group of exponent 3 and order 34q1. We also know
that
C Z Q s 34Sp 3 .Ž . Ž .Ž .AutŽQ. 4
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..G is isomorphic to x of a copy of Sp 3 in C Z Q , and after4 AutŽQ.
Ž . Ž Ž ..repeating the argument above, replacing G with Sp 3 ; C Z Q ,4 AutŽQ.
Ž . Ž Ž .we see that we can extend W to Sp 3 because of Sp 3 has a trivial4 4
.Schur multiplier . Therefore we can extend the character to the semidirect
product.
w xIn particular since by LS we have lower bounds on the dimension of
the smallest irreducible projective representations of a group of Lie type,
we will be able to bound below the orbit of a given character of Q.
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2.1. Classical Groups
2.1.1. Linear Groups
Ž .Let G ( PSL q , where p does not divide q, and assume as before thatn
Ž .V is an irreducible KG module, where char K s p. Also for simplicity we
can assume that K is algebraically closed.
² :We will construct T s S , B , wherei i
1 ¤
ny1S [ ¤ g F1 q¦ ;ž /0 Iny1
1 0
ny1S [ ¤ g F2 q¦ ;ž /¤ Iny1
a 0
B [ ,¦ ;ž /0 A
Ž . ny1 Ž .y1where A g GL n y 1, q has order q y 1 and a s det A .
Now we can easily see that both S ’s have order q ny1, which is prime toi
p, so we are in the settings of Lemma 2.1. In particular B is cyclic, so
B1 w xdim H G, V F dim S , V .Ž . 2
Also we can see that both S are abelian and that the action of B oni
them is actually the natural representation for ay1A as an element of
Ž .GL q . The action of B on the characters is the dual representation forny1
B.
Let x be the generator of B. Then y [ x Žq
ny 1y1.rŽqy1. s
Ž . Žq ny 1y1 .rŽqy1. k kdiag b, l, . . . , l , where b s a . Clearly y is a scalar iff b s
k Ž . kŽ k .ny1 kl . Since y g SL q , b l s I . This means that y is a scalar iffn n
Ž k .n Ž . Ž .l s 1. The smallest k with this property is q y 1 rgcd n, q y 1 , and
Ž ny1 . Ž .so the order of x is q y 1 rgcd n, q y 1 . In conclusion, B will act
freely on the characters of S andi
gcd n , q y 1 gcd n , q y 1Ž . Ž .Bw x w xdim S , V s dim S , V F dim V .i iny1 ny1q y 1 q y 1
We proved
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.1. If G ( PSL q , K is a field of characteristic p ƒ q,n
and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd n , q y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . ny1q y 1
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There are some problems for n s 2 and q s 2, 3, 5, because in these
cases the bound will not be good enough. However, we know that
PSL 2 ( S , PSL 3 ( A , PSL 5 ( A .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 3 2 4 2 5
2.1.2. Symplectic Groups
Ž .Let G ( PSp q and assume the same conditions for K and V as in2 n
Ž .Section 2.1.1. Then G is of type C q . Then we have a fundamentaln
system as follows:
e ye e ye e ye 2 e1 2 2 3 ny1 n l
v v v v??? .
The full system of roots is
"e " e ; i / j i , j s 1, . . . , ni j
F s ½ "2 e ; i s 1, . . . , n.i
We will consider a parabolic of type A , so the corresponding subsystemny1
is
 4J s e y e , . . . , e y e .1 2 ny1 n
Ž .Q is an irreducible n n q 1 r2-dimensional L module, so it is theJ J
symmetric square of the natural representation of L . If q is even, thisny1
module will be reducible but indecomposable of length 2, with factors
isomorphic to L2N and a Frobenius twist of N. If q is odd the module is
already irreducible. In particular the action of the Levi complement is
nontrivial, and we can use Corollary 2.1. The index of a proper subgroup of
Ž w x. Ž n . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L is cf. KL at least q y 1 r q y 1 iff n, q / 2, 5 , 2, 7 , 2, 9 ,n
Ž . Ž .2, 11 , 4, 2 and, respectively, 5, 7, 6, 11, 8 in those last cases.
Ž ny1 . Ž . ŽThese bounds are better than q y 1 rgcd n, q y 1 the bound for
. Ž .L , except for the case 2, 9 . This last case can be solved directly, as inn
1Section 2.1.1, still getting bound of dim V. So we getq y 1
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.2. If G ( PSp q , K is a field of characteristic p ƒ q,2 n
and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd n , q y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . ny1q y 1
Again if n s 2 and q s 2, 3, 5 the bounds are not satisfactory. However,
in this case we can use an argument similar to the one in Section 2.1.1. For
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that consider
I S2 tS [ S s S1 ¦ ;ž /0 I2
I 02 tS [ S s S2 ¦ ;ž /S I2
A 0
B [ ,
t¦ ;y1ž /0 A
Ž . 2 Ž .where A g GL q has order q y 1. We can then apply Lemma 2.1 b in2
the special case where B is cyclic. Let a be the generator of B. We have to
bound the length of the shortest orbit of the action of a on S . Now we1
can see that in fact if ak fixes an element of S , this is equivalent to saying1
Ž . "Ž .that a is in O q . However, O q ( Z . Therefore the2 2 Žq .1.rgcdŽ2, qy1.
k Ž . Ž .maximum order of a is q " 1 rgcd 2, q y 1 . In other words,
q2 y 1 gcd 2, q y 1Ž .Ž .
k G s q y 1 gcd 2, q y 1 .Ž . Ž .
q q 1
Ž . Ž .This means that all orbits will have length G q y 1 gcd 2, q y 1 . This is
Ž .still not effective if q s 2. We know that Sp 2 ( S and p / 2, so A4 6 6
w xalready contains the p Sylow; thus we can apply Corollary 3 of GK and
get a bound of 1r3. Therefore
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.3. If G ( PSp q , q F 5, K is a field of characteristic4
p ƒ q, and V is an irreducible KG module, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
max 3, q y 1 gcd 2, q y 1 4Ž . Ž .
2.1.3. Orthogonal Groups
Ž . Ž .2.1.3.1. V q , n G 3, q odd. Let G ( V q and assume the2 nq1 2 nq1
Ž .same conditions for K and V as in Section 2.1.1. Then G is of type B q .n
We have a fundamental system as follows:
e ye e ye e ye e1 2 2 3 ny1 n n
v v v v??? .
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The full system of roots is
"e " e ; i / j i , j s 1, . . . , ni j
F s ½ "e ; i s 1, . . . , n.i
 4Again take J s e y e , . . . , e y e so that the parabolic is of type1 2 ny1 n
A . In this case the unipotent radical is not going to be abelian. We canny1
see that the order of Q is also qŽnŽnq1.r2., but there are two shapesJ
involved, b s e and b s 2 e . We have that dim V s n and dim V s1 n 2 n b b1 2
Ž . Ž2. Ž2.n n y 1 r2, so QrQ is the natural representation of L and Q is then
exterior square of the natural representation. In particular none of them is
trivial, and we can apply Corollary 2.1. A computation similar to that in
Section 2.1.2 yields
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.4. If G ( V q , n G 3, q odd, K is a field of2 nq1
characteristic p ƒ q, and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd n , q y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . ny1q y 1
q Ž . q Ž .2.1.3.2. V q , n G 4. Let G ( V q and assume the same condi-2 n 2 n
Ž .tions for K and V as in Section 2.1.1. Then G is of type D q , and so wen
have a fundamental system as follows:
e ye e ye e ye e ye1 2 2 3 ny2 ny1 ny1 n
v v v v??? .
v
e q eny1 n
 4The full system of roots is F s "e " e ; i / j, i, j s 1, . . . , n . We willi j
consider once again a parabolic corresponding to J s e y e , . . . , e y1 2 ny1
4 ŽnŽny1.r2.e , so the order of Q will be q , and the only shape is b s en J ny1
q e . Thus Q is irreducible, so it is isomorphic with the exterior square ofn J
the natural representation. In particular all characters are linear and the
action of L on them is nontrivial, so we can apply the same method as inn
Section 2.1.2 and get
q Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.5. If G ( V q , n G 4, K is a field of characteristic2 n
p ƒ q, and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd n , q y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . ny1q y 1
y Ž .2.1.3.3. V q , n G 4. The group is a twisted Chevalley group of type2 n
2D . We take the parabolic to be of type A , and so the order of then ny2
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unipotent radical will be qŽny1.Žnq2.r2. There are two shapes involved. The
Ž2. Ž .first one, Q the one corresponding to the ‘‘root’’ 2 e , is invariantny1
w xunder the twisting, so it is absolutely irreducible as an F L -module, andq n
1Ž2. Ž Ž ..the second, QrQ corresponding to the ‘‘root’’ 2 e , is not invari-ly12
w x Ž2ant, so it is absolutely irreducible as an F L -module using Lemmaq ny1
Ž .. Ž .Ž .2.2 b . Their dimensions are, respectively, n y 1 n y 2 r2 and n y 1.
In particular the action of L is nontrivial, and we can apply theny1
estimates in Section 2.1.1 and obtain
y Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.6. If G ( V q , n G 4, K is a field of characteristic2 n
p ƒ q, and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd n y 1, q y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . ny2q y 1
2.1.4. Unitary Groups
Ž .2.1.4.1. PSU q , n G 2. In this case we are dealing with a group of2 n
2 Ž .type A q . Consider a parabolic P s LQ so that the corresponding2 nq1
Ž 2 .Levi complement L will be of type A q . Then there is only oneny1
shape, and the unipotent radical Q will be an absolutely irreducible F Lq
2 Žmodule of dimension n , and so it is not trivial it can even be described as
.a tensor product of the natural module with a twist of itself . In conse-
quence we can apply the results regarding the maximal subgroups of Ln
and our estimate for L and getn
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.7. If G ( PSU q , K is a field of characteristic p ƒ q,2 n
and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd n , q2 y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 2Ž ny1.q y 1
Ž . 2 Ž .2.1.4.2. PSU q . We are in the case A q , and we can consider2 nq1 2 n
Ž 2 .P s LQ the parabolic corresponding to the subsystem of type A q .ny1
ŽThere are two shapes, one corresponding to the ‘‘root’’ b s e q1 ny1
. Ž .e r2 and the other to the root b s 2 e q e r2. The corre-nq1 2 ny1 nq1
Ž . 2sponding modules V respectively V are absolutely irreducible Fb b q1 2
Ž . Ž 2 .respectively F -modules of dimensions n respectively n . In particularq
they are nontrivial, so we can apply Corollary 2.1 and get
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.8. If G ( PSU q , n G 2, K is a field of character-2 nq1
istic p ƒ q, and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd n , q2 y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 2Ž ny1.q y 1
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2 Ž .Next let G ( A q . In this case if we use two opposite Borel subgroups2
Ž 2 .as T , T and the Cartan subgroup as B, then B is cyclic of order q y 1 ,1 2
and the S ’s are special groups of order q3. If we use the matrix represen-i
w x < Ž . <tation in Theorem 13.7.2 of C1 , we can seen that in fact Z S s q, andi
qq1 Ž .t g B acts on this group as multiplication with t and on S rZ S asi i
multiplication by t 2yq. In particular it follows that the orbits of B on
Ž . 2S rZ S will have length q y 1 unless 3 N q q 1, in which case theiri i
Ž 2 .length is q y 1 r3.
We can improve the bound on the orbits of the nonlinear characters. To
do that assume that q q 1 is not a power of p. In this case let x be an
Ž . Ž .irreducible nonlinear Brauer character of S , so that x g Z S y Kerx ,2 2
Ž . Ž Ž .and C is the maximal p9 subgroup of C x C x is cyclic with q q 1B B
.elements . One can regard x as a S C module. It has dimension q, and1
Ž w x. ŽŽfollowing the Hall]Higman Theorem see 17.13 Satz of Hu , x s q qC
. < <.1 r C r y l, where r is the regular representation of C and l is linear.
It then follows that the lengths of the orbits of the action of C on the
representations associated to x are at least as large as the smallest index
of a subgroup of C, which is at least 2 if q is odd and at least 3 if q is
even. The orbits of B on the nonlinear characters will then be at least
Ž .d q y 1 , where d is the smallest divisor of q q 1, which is relatively prime
Ž .to p d s 1 if q q 1 is a power of p . In any case if q ) 2, this is smaller
Ž 2 .than q y 1 r3; hence using Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1, we obtain
2 Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1.9. If G ( A q , K is a field of characteristic p such2
that p does not di¤ide q, and V is an irreducible KG module, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V ,Ž .
d q y 1Ž .
Ž . Žwhere d is the smallest di¤isor of q q 1 such that d, p s 1 d s 1 if q q 1
.is a power of p .
Note that if q s 3 and p s 2 the bound is still inefficient. We will deal
with this case in Section 2.3.
2.2. Exceptional Che¤alley Groups
2.2.1. Exceptional Groups of Che¤alley Rank 1
This is the case in which G is of type 2B or 2G . To deal with these2 2
Ž w x.cases, we will use the following see also Proposition 2.5 of G .
PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Let V be an indecomposable KG-module, let K be a
field of characteristic p, and let G be a finite group. If V has a cyclic ¤ertex
Ž . 1Ž .e. g., the Sylow p-subgroup of G is cyclic then dim H G, V F 1.
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Ž .Proof. Let N [ N P the normalizer of the Sylow subgroup. UsingG
G ŽGreen correspondence, if V is a direct summand of the induced U U isN
.an indecomposable N module, the Green correspondent of V then
1Ž . 1Ž G. 1Ž .H G, M F H G, U s H N, U . Moreover, since the block of V is aN
1Ž . Ž w x.uniserial module, dim H G, U F 1 see 62.29 of CR81 .
< < rmAssume that p is odd and G s Łf and m is the smallest m, som 0
Ž . w xthat p N F q . Using Section 10 of GL , we get that if either p does notm
< <divide W the order of the Weyl group or pm does not divide m for all0
m, then the p-Sylow subgroup of G is homocyclic abelian of rank r . Butm
w x 2 < <from Table 10:2 of GL we see that if G s B then G s F F , and if2 1 4
2 < <G s G then G s F F F . Also in both cases W ( Zr2Z. So if G is2 1 2 6
one of the above groups we have that the p-Sylow subgroup of G is cyclic.
Now using Proposition 2.2.1 and some results about the dimension of the
Ž w x.minimal representations of G cf. LS , we get
Ž . 2 Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2.2. i If G ( B q , K is a field of characteristic2
p / 2, and V is an irreducible KG module, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 1
2qr2 q y 1Ž . Ž .
Ž . 2 Ž .ii If G ( G q , K is a field of characteristic p ) 3, and V is an2
irreducible KG module, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
q q y 1Ž .
2 Ž . w xLet G s G q and p s 2; the results in LM gi¤e2
2 Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2.3. If G ( G q , q ) 3, K is a field of characteristic 2,2
and V is an irreducible KG module, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
q q y 1Ž .
2.2.2. Exceptional Groups of Che¤alley Rank 2
Ž . 3 Ž 3. 2 Ž 2 kq1.This is the case in which G is one of G q , D q , or F 2 . In2 4 4
the first two cases we will take a maximal parabolic of type A . Unfortu-1
nately the unipotent radicals will have one-dimensional factors, so we will
need to use Corollary 2.2.
Ž . 2Consider SL q acting on a group Q so that the order of Q is pq ,2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Q9 s Z Q s F Q ( ZrpZ, and QrZ Q ( N, the natural module of
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Ž .L . Then using Corollary 2.2 we get that the orbit of the action of SL q2 2
has a length at least equal to the number of elements of the minimal
Ž . Ž .irreducible representation of SL q , which is q y 1 r2.2
Ž .First we will consider the case G ( G q , where q is not a power of 22
or of 3. Then the fundamental system is of the form
a b
v v ,
where b is longer than a. The full root system is
 4F s "3a q 2b , "3a q b , "2 a q b , "a q b , "a, "b .
 4If we take J [ b , then we obviously have three shapes: a, 2 a, 3a. The
corresponding factors are
V s X X , V s X , V s X X .a a aqb 2 a 2 aqb 3a 3aq2 b 3aqb
Note that all the roots of a given shape have the same length; therefore
the same decomposition holds when q is a power of 2 or 3.
The first and third modules are isomorphic to the natural L -module,2
but the second one is one-dimensional, so it is a trivial L -module. So we2
Ž .divide the characters of Q into three categories: i characters that are
Ž3. Ž . Ž3.nontrivial on Q , ii characters that are trivial on Q but nontrivial on
Ž2. Ž . Ž2.Q , and iii characters that are trivial on Q .
Ž . Ž .If the character c is of type i or iii then we can identify it with a
character of the natural L module; thus it is nontrivial, so the orbits are2
Ž .  4of a length of at least q q 1 if q f 5, 7, 11 and at least q if q is one of
the above.
Ž .The characters of type ii are nonlinear characters of a special group of
order q3. If we factor by the kernel of such a character we see that we can
assume that it is a character of an extra special group of order pq2. This
extra special group will also have a minimal exponent because
k
x t x s s x kt x ks x k k y 1 r2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽŽ . .aqb a aqb a 2 aqb
in QrQŽ3., so if q is odd this gives p as the exponent, and if q is even the
exponent is 4. Therefore we can apply Corollary 2.2 and get that the length
Ž .of the orbits on the characters is at least q y 1 r2. Now if we put
Žtogether all this information we get that the bound will be gcd 2, q y
. Ž .1 r q y 1 .
Note that if q s 2, 3, 4, 5 the bound is ineffective. However, the group
Ž .G 2 is not simple, so we will not discuss this. We must consider sepa-2
Ž . Ž . Ž .rately the groups G 3 , G 4 , and G 5 , which we will do in Section 2.3.2 2 2
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Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2.4. If G ( G q , q ) 5, K is a field of characteristic p2
not di¤iding q, and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd 2, q y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
q y 1Ž .
3 Ž . ŽNext assume G ( D q . Then the fundamental system consists if we4
1w x. Žuse the notation in C1, Chap. 13 of the two vectors p and a s p q1 23
.  4p q p . Then consider the parabolic corresponding to p . There will be3 4 1
Ž .three shapes a , 2a , 3a , and the factors will be
V s X X , V s X , V s X X .a a aqp 2 a 2 aqp 3a 3aqp 3aq2 p1 1 1 1
w xAgain we use the notation in C1 . We can see that the situation is
Ž .exactly that in case G , but the Levi complement is A q , so we can2 1
repeat the argument and get
3 Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2.5. If G ( D q , q / 2, 3, 4, 5, K is a field of character-4
istic p not di¤iding q, and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd 2, q y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
q y 1Ž .
3 Ž .The cases G ( D q and q s 2, 3, 4, 5 will be considered in Section 2.3.4
2 Ž . wThe only case left is F q . For this case we will use the results in FS,4
x 2 Ž . Ž ² s2:Sect. 10 . We will take a parabolic subgroup of type B q R s U , U2 2 2 2
w x.in the notation of FS . Then the unipotent subgroup U will have orders2
q10 and will be generated by
U s2 , U s1 s2 , U s2 s1 s2 , U s1 s2 s1 , U s2 s1 , U s1 , U .1 2 1 2 1 2 1
Ž w Ž .x.We also have cf. FS, 10.3 that
U , U s F UŽ .s s s2 2 2
s V U s1 s2 U s2 s1 s2 V U s1 s2 s1 U s2 s1 V U s1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
F F U s 1Ž .Ž .s2
s s s1 2 1F U , U s V U s Z U .Ž .Ž . Ž .s s 1 2 s2 2 2
w x s1 s2 s1Now if T s U , U U then R will act on U rT as the symplectic2 s s 2 2 s 22 2 2
Ž .representation of Sz q . The same will be true for the action of R on2
Ž . Ž .F U rZ U .s s2 2
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Ž . Ž .Let us define V [ F U and V [ U rF U . Then both V ’s are1 s 2 s s i2 2 2
Ž .5-dimensional F -vector spaces and indecomposable Sz q modules. How-q
ever, they are not irreducible since they have a 1-dimensional submodule.
So now as usual we will consider characters of Q that are trivial on V and1
regard them as characters of V and characters that are not trivial on V2 1
and restrict them to V . Since both groups are abelian, the irreducible1
characters will be linear, so they are elements of the dual modules. But the
dual modules are indecomposable modules that have a submodule of
Ž .dimension 4. Now Sz q will act nontrivially on this 4-dimensional module
Žand cannot fix an element outside it because then the module would be
.decomposable . So we can see that the orbits under this action will be at
Ž .least as large as the index of the largest subgroup of Sz q .
Then we can apply the results concerning subgroups of exceptional
Ž w x.Chevalley groups cf. LiS or Sz and get that there are no subgroups of
Ž . 2 Ž .Sz q of index smaller than q q 1. Now the bound we have for Sz q is
Ž .1r2Ž . 2qr2 q y 1 , which is larger than q q 1. So if we apply the usual
argument,
2 Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2.6. If G ( F q , q ) 2, K is a field of characteristic4
p ƒ q, and V is an irreducible KG module, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 1r2qr2 q y 1Ž . Ž .
Note that once again the case q s 2 will give no bound, so we will
2 Ž .consider the case F 2 9 in Section 2.3.4
Ž .  42.2.2.1. F q . If e is an orthonormal basis for V , then in the4 i is1 ??? 4
1 Ž .4notation of Section 1, D s e y e , e y e , e , ye y e y e q e ,1 2 2 3 3 1 2 3 42
and
"e " e i / j i , j s 1, 2, 3, 4¡ i j~"e i s 1, 2, 3, 4F s i
1¢ "e " e " e " e .Ž .1 2 3 42
 4Pick J [ e y e , e y e , e . Then L is of the type B . Since P is1 2 2 3 3 J 3 J
maximal, all roots of a given level will have the same shape, so in
particular QŽ i.rQŽ iq1. is irreducible. We can easily see that
Ž2.
1
Ž2.Q ( V ( X X dim Q s 7Ž .ŁŽ ..2Ž ye ye ye qe e " e qe1 2 3 4 4 i 42
Ž1. Ž2.
1 1
Ž1. Ž2.Q rQ ( V ( X dim Q rQ s 8 .Ž .ŁŽ . Ž .ye ye ye qe "e "e "e qe1 2 3 4 1 2 3 42 2
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Ž .A 7-dimensional irreducible V q -module has to be the natural one,7
Ž .and an 8-dimensional irreducible V q -module is the spin module. Note7
w xthat the results of ABS will work in this case even if q is even, because in
V all roots have length 2, so this is still irreducible, and anŽ1r2.Žye ye ye qe .1 2 3 4
Žindecomposable module of length 2 cannot have dimension 7 all modules
.of dimension - 7 are trivial .
In particular none of these modules is trivial, so we can use Corollary
2.1 and the fact that the length of any orbit is at least the rank of the
minimal permutation representation of B . The index of the largest3
16 3 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žsubgroup of V q is q y 1 r q y 1 if q G 5 and q odd and 3 3 y7 2
. Ž w x.1 if q s 3 cf. KL, Table 5.2A . Since from Section 2.1.3 the correspond-
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .ing bound for V q is C s q y 1 rgcd 3, q y 1 , we get7 0
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2.7. If G ( F q , K is a field of characteristic p ƒ q, and4
V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd 3, q y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 2q y 1Ž .
Ž .2.2.2.2. E q . In this case we have the following diagram:6
6e ye e ye e ye e qe1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 1
v v v v v y e .Ý i2
is1
v
e y e4 5
The full root system is
"e " e i / j i , j s 1, . . . , 5¡ i j
5 5
1 « e q e « s "1 « s 1Ý Łi i 6 i i2~F s is1is1
5 5
1y « e q e « s "1 « s 1.Ý Łi i 6 i i2¢ is1is1
Ž .We will take a maximal parabolic of type A q . Then5
6
1J s e y e , e y e , e y e , e q e , y e .Ý1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 i2½ 5
is1
In this case there is only one level and, respectively, only one shape
b s e y e . Therefore Q is an irreducible L module of dimension 21,4 5 6
which means that it is the symmetric square of the natural module. In
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particular it is nontrivial, so the length of the orbit of any point will be
Žat least equal to the index of the maximal subgroup of L . This is cf.6
w x. Ž 6 . Ž .KL, Table 5.2A q y 1 r q y 1 . If we combine this with the fact that
Ž 5 . Ž .for L we have the bound C s q y 1 rgcd 6, q y 1 , we conclude the6
following.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2.8. If G ( E q , K is a field of characteristic p ƒ q, and6
V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd 6, q y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 5q y 1Ž .
2 Ž .2.2.2.3. E q . In this case we will look to a parabolic group of type6
2 Ž .A q . If we apply the same computation as in Section 2.2.2.2, we can see5
Ž .that actually there is only one shape b s e y e . The dimension of V is4 5 b
s Žalso 21 and V s V s is the graph automorphism that gives theb b
.twisting , so using Lemma 2.2 once again, we see that the action of the
Levi complement on the unipotent radical is irreducible and nontrivial, so
we can look for the minimal length of an orbit that has to be at least
Ž 6 .Ž 5 . Ž 2 . Žq y 1 q q 1 r q y 1 this is because q is a square and so it cannot
. Ž .be 2 . Now this is a better bound than the one for U q , so if we apply4
Corollary 2.1 we get
2 Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2.9. If G ( E q , K is a field of characteristic p ƒ q,6
and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd 2, q2 y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 2q y 1Ž .
Ž .2.2.2.4. E q . The fundamental system looks like7
7e ye e ye e ye e ye e qe1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 1
v v v v v v y e .Ý i2
is1
v
e y e5 6
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The full root system is
"e " e i / j i , j s 1, . . . , 6¡ i j
"e7
6 6
1~ « e q e « s "1 « s 1F s Ý Łi i 7 i i2
is1is1
6 6
1y « e q e « s "1 « s 1.Ý Łi i 7 i i2¢ is1is1
We will take a parabolic of type A . Then6
7
1J s e y e , e y e , e y e , e y e , e q e , y e .Ý1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 i2½ 5
is1
42 q Ž .Thus the order of Q is q . In F _ Z J there are two levels shapes .
Ž .These are b [ e y e and b9 [ 2 e y e . Then Q will have two5 6 5 6
factors, QŽ2. ( V of dimension 7 and QrQŽ2. ( V of dimension 35. Butb9 b 9
Žthe irreducible representations of L of dimension F 42 are M is the7
w x.natural module; cf. Lie, Table 3
M dim s 7 , L2M dim s 21 ,Ž . Ž .
L3M dim s 35 , S2M dim s 28 .Ž . Ž .
So the factors are the natural module and, respectively, the exterior
cube of the natural module. In both cases the modules will be nontrivial,
and we can use the results about permutation representations. We have
Ž 7 . Ž .that in L there are no groups of index smaller than q y 1 r q y 1 .7
Therefore using Corollary 2.2, we get
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2.10. If G ( E q , K is a field of characteristic p ƒ q,7
and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd 7, q y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 6q y 1Ž .
Ž .2.2.2.5. E q . The fundamental system looks like:8
8e ye e ye e ye e ye e ye e qe1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 1
v v v v v v v y e .Ý i2
is1
v
e y e6 7
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The full root system is
"e " e i / j i , j s 1, . . . , 8¡ i j
8 8
1 « e « s "1 « s 1Ý Łi i i i2~F s is1is1
8 8
1y « e « s "1 « s 1.Ý Łi i i2¢ is1is1
We will take a maximal parabolic of type A . Then7
8
1J [ e y e , y e i s 1, . . . , 8 .Ž .Ýi iq1 i2½ 5
is1
Ž .There will be three shapes, b s e y e , b s 2 e y e , and b s1 6 7 2 6 7 3
Ž . 923 e y e . The order of the unipotent radical is q . We can also compute6 7
the dimensions of the modules V . They areb i
dim V s 56; dim V s 28; dim V s 8.b b b1 2 3
So the factors of the group Q as a L module are isomorphic with theJ 8
natural module, the exterior square of the natural module, and, respec-
tively, the exterior cube of the natural module.
In particular none of them is trivial, so the length of the orbits will be at
Ž .least the rank of the minimal permutation representation of L q , and8
Ž 8 . Ž .that is q y 1 r q y 1 . Also from the previous computations we have
Ž 7 . Ž .that the bound for L is C s q y 1 rgcd n, q y 1 , so8 0
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2.11. If G ( E q , K is a field of characteristic p ƒ q,8
and V is an irreducible KG module, then
gcd 8, q y 1Ž .
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 7q y 1Ž .
2.3. The Problematic Cases
Ž .The first case we encountered is G s U 3 and p s 2. The results in3
w xTables A1 and A2 of S3 solve this case and the case p s 3. In particular
1 1one gets a bound of for both these cases.6
Ž . 2The next cases we need to consider are G q for q s 3, 4, 5. If p does2
not divide the order of G then the cohomology will have a dimension of at
1I thank the referee for this reference.
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most 1 because the Sylow subgroup is cyclic or trivial. Therefore we get
1 1 1 Ž w xbounds of , , , respectively using KL, Table 5.3A for the dimension14 12 120
.of the smallest irreducible module .
Ž .If G s G 3 and p s 2, then G contains a cyclic subgroup S of order2 1
13 and there are three maximal subgroups of G containing this subgroup.
Ž . Ž . Ž .The three groups are isomorphic to L 13 , L 3 : 2, L 3 : 2. Note that in2 3 3
each of these three groups the normalizer of the element of order 13 is
isomorphic to 13 : 6. Consider x as an element of order 6 that normalizes
² :S and B s x . Then note that in each of the three subgroups the1
centralizer of an element of order 6 is trivial. Nevertheless the centralizer
of an element of order 6 in G has a size of at least 18. Take g as an
element of order 3 that centralizes x but does not belong to any of the
three subgroups. Then as before consider S s S g. The group generated by2 1
S , S , and B cannot be included in any of the three maximal subgroups1 2
that contain S ; hence it is the whole group G, and we can apply Lemma1
1 Ž .2.1 to get a bound of for G 3 .26
Ž .If G s G 4 and p s 3, 5, consider S as a cyclic subgroup of order 13.2 1
Ž .The maximal subgroups of G 4 containing this group are isomorphic to2
Ž . Ž .L 13 or to U 4 : 2. In each of these groups there is an element x of2 3
² :order 6 normalizing S . Let B s x and note that in the maximal groups1
containing S the centralizer of an element of order 6 is trivial. Neverthe-1
Ž .less in G 4 the centralizer of an element of order 6 is at least of order 12;2
hence we can pick g that centralizes x but is not contained in either of the
two groups. The group generated by S , B, S s S g is the whole G; hence1 2 1
1we can apply Lemma 2.1 and get a bound of .6
Ž .If G s G 5 and p s 2, 3, let S be a cyclic subgroup of order 31 and2 1
² :let B s x be a cyclic group of order 6 that normalizes S . Then the1
group T s S B is included in a unique maximal subgroup of G of type1 1
Ž . Ž .L 5 : 2. The centralizer of an element of order 6 in L 3 : 2 is trivial, and3 3
the centralizer in G of an element of order 6 has an order of at least 36.
We can take as above g as an element that centralizes B but does not
Ž . g Ž .belong to L 3 : 2 and get that S s S will not be contained in L 3 : 2.3 2 1 3
1We can once again apply Lemma 2.1 and get a bound of for G.6
3 Ž .We will consider the cases D q , q s 2, 3, 4, 5, together.4
Ž .Note that the G q conjugacy classes of maximal tori in the algebraic
group G correspond to the F conjugacy classes in the Weyl group of G.
Since the Frobenius F acts on W via the symmetry of the Dynkin diagram,
Ž .the size of that base field will not affect the number of G q conjugacy
classes. Moreover, if T sgT is an F stable maximal torus corresponding0
Ž y1 Ž ..to w g W via p g F g s w, and N is the normalizer of T in G, then
< F F < < y1 <N rT s x g W N x wF x s w . 4Ž .
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In particular N FrT F does not depend on q but on the action of F on W
and hence will be the same for all three groups.
If we take T as the maximal torus such that T F s q4 y q2 q 1, then in
Žeach of the three groups T will correspond to the same w up to
. wconjugation in the finite group . To prove this note that by C2, Proposi-
x < F < Ž .tion 3.3.5 , T s P q implies that P is the characteristic polynomial of
F 1 w in its action on Y m R.0
The orders of the maximal tori T F are 13, 73, 241, 601, respectively, and
one can check using the ATLAS that there are no simple subgroups of G
containing those tori; hence the normalizers are maximal. Moreover, in
3 Ž .D 2 the normalizer is of type 13 : 4, so in each of the other two there is4
an element x of order 4 normalizing the torus.
3 Ž .Since in any of the four groups D q an element of order 4 will have a4
² :nontrivial centralizer, we can take S to be the torus, B s x , and1
g Ž . ² :S s S for g g C x . It follows that G s S , B, S , and we can apply2 1 G 1 2
1Lemma 2.1 and get a bound of for these groups.4
2 Ž .Finally assume that G s F 2 9. We will treat the natural characteristic4
and the mixed characteristic together. Assume first that the characteristic
of the field is 13. Then since the 13 Sylow subgroup is cyclic we have that
1Ž .dim H G, V F 1, so we need to find the dimension of the smallest
w xrepresentation of G in characteristic 13. By Hi this is 26.
If the characteristic of the field is not 13 then we can consider S to be1
² :the cyclic group of order 13 and B s x to be the group of order 6 that
normalizes S . Then there is a unique maximal subgroup H of G contain-1
Ž .ing S and H s L 3 : 2. Also the centralizer of x in H is trivial, and the1 3
centralizer of x in G has order at least 12. We can then take an element
g g G that centralizes x but does not belong to H and construct S s S g.2 1
It will follow that S , B, S generate the whole group G, and so by Lemma1 2
12.1 there is a bound of for this group.6
3. NATURAL CHARACTERISTIC
3.1. The Case q G 5
To fix the notations let G be a Chevalley group over the field of q s pn
w xelements, and let V be an irreducible F G module. Let B be a Borelp
subgroup of G and consider B s TQ, where T is a maximal torus and Q is
the corresponding unipotent radical. Note that B contains the p-Sylow
1Ž . 1Ž .subgroup of G, so the map res: H G, V ‹ H B, V is injective for any
G-module V.
If we obtain a common bound for all B irreducible factors of V and use
the long exact sequence in cohomology, we will get the bound for the
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composite module V. Therefore we can restrict our attention to irreducible
w xB modules. By CR81, Lemma 72.11 , we have that if M is such a module
then M is one-dimensional and Q acts trivially on it. Also T is a p9 group,
so it has trivial cohomology; hence
H 1 B , M s Hom Q, M s Hom QrQ9, M .Ž . Ž . Ž .T T
Using Lemma 2.2, one can decompose QrQ9 as a direct sum of weight
spaces of T. One should note that these weights are in fact roots. In fact in
Ž .this special case J s B , one gets that QrQ9 s ŁV , the product rangingb
Ž .over all shapes b of level 1 i.e., roots in the fundamental system .
Note also that these are in fact F vector spaces and that M is an Fp p
vector space. It then follows that a root space admits a nontrivial T
module homomorphism into M if and only if the weight corresponding to
M is Galois conjugate to the root.
Ž w Ž .x.We have the following cf. Se3, Theorem 5.5 .
LEMMA 3.1. In the abo¤e notations assume further that q G 5 and let
V , V be two weight spaces in QrQ9. Then V and V are inequi¤alenti j i j
w x Ž .irreducible F T modules in other words, they are not Galois conjugatep
Ž . 2 Ž .unless G s Sz 8 , F 8 , or q s 5, 9 and G is of type C .4 n
If l is a weight, denote by n the sum of the multiplicities in V of alll
weights that are Galois conjugate to l. In the following I will loosely refer
to n as the multiplicity of l. We then havel
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Assume q G 5 and G / Sz 8 , F 8 , C 5 , C 9 . If S is4 n n
the set of roots that will appear in QrQ9 then
dim H 1 G, V F n .Ž . Ý l
lgS
1Ž . Ž .Proof. We proved that H G, V embeds in Hom QrQ9, V , and ifT
1Ž .we use Lemma 3.1 we get that the dimension of H G, V is less than or
equals the number of T composition factors of V that are Galois conju-
gate to one of the factors of QrQ9.
We know that the Weyl group of G will act on the weight spaces, and so
if two roots l and l are conjugate under W, any Galois conjugate of l1 2 1
will be conjugated under W with a Galois conjugate of l ; hence n s n .2 l l1 2
3.2. G of Type Am
In this case the roots in QrQ9 are just the ones in the fundamental
system. Also all the roots have the same length and thus are conjugate and
Ž .have the same multiplicity n in V. So dim V G nm m q 1 and
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Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2.1. If G is of type A q , q G 5, and V is an irreduciblem
kG-module where char k N q, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
m q 1
Note that in the case m s 1 the bound is quite inefficient. However,
w x Ž k . 1Ž .using the results of AJL , we have that if G s L p , then dim H G, V2
1F 1; hence the only case when the bound is is where dim V s 2 and2
1Ž .dim H G, V s 1. In this case it follows that p s 2 or p s 3, q s 9 by
1w x Ž .AJL . In all other cases we get a bound of at least for L q .23
3.3. G of Type B or Cm m
In the case B the roots have two different lengths; hence there are twom
conjugacy classes. Let n be the multiplicity of the short roots and let n1 2
be the multiplicity of the long roots. Then we have that dim V G 2mn q1
Ž . 1Ž . Ž .2m m y 1 n and dim H G, V F n q m y 1 n .2 1 2
Note that the same computation will work for C if we call n them 1
multiplicity of the long roots and n the multiplicity of the short roots.2
Ž . Ž . ŽPROPOSITION 3.3.1. If G is of type B q or C q , q G 5 q / 9 whenm m
.G s C , and V is an irreducible kG-module where char k N q, thenn
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
2m
3.4. G of Type D , m G 4m
As in the case A , all the roots are conjugate, so they have the samen
Ž . 1Ž .multiplicity n. Then dim V G 2m m y 1 n and dim H G, V F nm, so
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.4.1. If G is of type D q , q G 5, m G 4, and V is anm
irreducible kG-module where char k N q, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
2 m y 1Ž .
3.5. G of Type E for i s 6 . . . 8i
In any of these three cases we have that all roots have the same length,
so there will be only one conjugacy class. If n is the multiplicity of these
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roots, in V we have that
v
1Ž .In the case E , dim V G 72n and dim H G, V F 6n.6
v
1Ž .In the case E , dim V G 126n and dim H G, V F 7n.7
v
1Ž .In the case E , dim V G 240n and dim H G, V F 8n.8
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.5.1. If G is of type E q , i s 6, 7, 8, q G 5, and V is ani
irreducible kG-module where char k N q, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V ,Ž .
ci
where c s 12, c s 18, and c s 30.6 7 8
3.6. G of Type F4
Ž .In this case there are two classes. Let n respectively n be the1 2
Ž .multiplicity of the long respectively short root. Then we have that
dim V G 24n q 24n and dim H 1 G, V F 2n q 2n .Ž .1 2 1 2
We can see then that
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.6.1. If G is of type F q , q G 5, and V is an irreducible4
kG-module where char k N q, then
11dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 12
3.7. G of Type G2
Again in this case we have two conjugacy classes. As before, let n1
Ž . Ž .respectively n be the multiplicity of the long respectively short root.2
Then
dim V G 6n q 6n and dim H 1 G, V F n q n .Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.7.1. If G is of type G q , q G 5, and V is an irreducible2
kG-module where char k N q, then
11dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 6
3.8. G of Type 2An
Ž w x.We can see using C1, Sect. 13.3 that the fundamental system in this
case is of type C if n is odd and B if n is even. In particular,Žnq1.r2 n r2
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2 Ž .PROPOSITION 3.8.1. Let G be of type A q , q G 5, and let V be ann
irreducible kG-module where char k N q. Let t s n q 1 if n is odd, t s n if n
is e¤en. Then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
t
3.9. G of Type 2Dn
Ž w x.We can see using C1, Sect. 13.3 that the fundamental system in this
case is of type B . So in arguing as above,ny1
2 Ž .PROPOSITION 3.9.1. If G is of type D q , q G 5, and V is an irreduciblen
kG-module where char k N q, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
2 n y 1Ž .
3.10. G of Type 2E6
Ž w x.We can see using C1, Sect. 13.3 that the fundamental system in this
case is of type F .4
2 Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.10.1. If G is of type E q q , q G 5, and V is an6
irreducible kG-module where char k N q, then
11dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 12
3.11. G of Type 3D4
Ž w x.We can see using C1, Sect. 13.3 that the fundamental system in this
case is of type G .2
3 Ž .PROPOSITION 3.11.1. If G is of type D q , q G 5, and V is an irreducible4
kG-module where char k N q, then
11dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 6
2 Ž 2 nq1.3.12. G of Type F 2 , n G 24
w xUsing C1, Sect. 13.3 we get that the roots form two concentric octagons
and that the Weyl group will transitively permute their vertices. Therefore
Ž .if n , n are the multiplicity of the long respectively short root in V, then1 2
1Ž .dim V G 8n q 8n and dim H G, V F n q n .1 2 1 2
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2 Ž 2 nq1.PROPOSITION 3.12.1. If G is of type F 2 , n G 2, and V is an4
irreducible kG-module where char k s 2, then
11dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 8
3.13. Rank 1 Groups
2 Ž 2 nq1. 2 Ž 2 nq1.These are the groups of type B 2 and G 3 . For them the
w x w xresult is already known from S2 and S4 . In particular we have
2 Ž n. Ž 2 Ž n..PROPOSITION 3.13.1. If G is of type B 2 respecti¤ely G 3 , n ) 1,2 2
Ž .and V is an irreducible kG-module char k s 2 respecti¤ely 3 , then let t s 4
Ž .respecti¤ely t s 49 and
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
t
2 Ž . 2 Ž .Note that this will exhaust these cases since G 3 and B 2 are not2 2
simple.
4. THE REMAINING CASES
Ž . Ž .We still have to work out the cases q - 5 and the cases C 5 , C 9 , andn n
2 Ž . 2 Ž .F 8 . Note that the group B 8 was treated above. The strategy in these4 2
cases will be somehow similar to the one we used in the nonnatural
characteristic case. Assume that G is one of the ‘‘remaining cases.’’
Consider P s LQ as a parabolic subgroup such that we know an estimate
for the cohomology of L. Since P contains the p Sylow subgroup of G, we
have
L1 1 1 1dim H G, V F dim H P , V F dim H L, V q dim H Q, V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Once again we can restrict our consideration to P irreducible factors of
V, and an inductive argument will give us the general case.
Note that if M is a P irreducible factor of V, Q acts trivially on M;
1Ž .hence the first cohomology group H Q, M is in fact the group of
Ž .homomorphisms Hom Q, M , so
L1dim H Q, M F dim Hom Q, M .Ž . Ž .L
Therefore we can use Lemma 2.2 to find the structure of the factors of
Q as L modules. However, we will only care about the top factor QrQ9
Ž .because we are interested in dim Hom Q, M . We will also use the resultsL
w xof JP regarding the cohomology of minimal modules.
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Ž .If V is a factor of V as kP modules and it is not Galois conjugate to1
one of the factors of QrQ9, then
dim Hom Q, V s 0 « dim H 1 P , V F dim H 1 L, V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .L 1 1 1
and we can use the estimates for L.
If V is Galois conjugate to one of the factors of QrQ9 then we know its1
w xstructure exactly, and using JP we can usually prove that k s
1Ž . Ž .dim H L, V is very small usually k s 0 or 1 and dim V is usually1 1
Ž .large. We also have that dim Hom Q, V s 1. ThereforeL 1
k q 1
1H P , V F k q 1 F dim V .Ž .1 1dim V1
We can then pick C to be the best bound among the factors to get
H 1 G, V F H 1 P , V F k q 1 F C dim V .Ž . Ž .
4.1. Linear Groups
Ž .At first we will consider G ( PSL q for n G 3 prime and q - 5. Inn
this case consider T to be a nonsplit maximal torus of G corresponding to
the conjugacy class of n cycles in the Weyl group. This will be a cyclic
Ž n . Ž . Ž .group of order q y 1 r q y 1 in SL q . Also T will be normalized byn
Ž wan element x of order n, and in fact see, for example, KL, Proposition
x.4.3.6 the group generated by T and x will be maximal in G. A straight-
Ž . Ž .forward calculation shows that N x o N T ; hence we can find anG G
Ž . Ž .element y g N x such that y f N T and considerG G
² : ² y:S [ x , T ; R [ x , T .
We must note that since n is prime, the orbits of the action of x on T
can only be of length 1 or n.
Moreover, x acts nontrivially on T. Note also that as a group T can be
identified to FUnrFU. The Frobenius acts on this group as an automor-q q
phism of order n, and it does not fix any element. Therefore the action of
x can be identified with some power of the Frobenius; hence the orbits all
have length n.
We can apply Lemma 2.1 and get the following:
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1.1. If G ( PSL q for n prime, n ƒ q and q - 5, andn
Ž .V is an irreducible kG-module with k algebraically closed and char k rq, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
n
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Note that the result will be true for n s 2 as well because in this case
Ž .the only simple group we need to worry about is PSL 4 ( A , and for2 5
w xthis group we have the result from GK .
We will use this result to obtain one for general arbitrary m. Let n be
the largest prime such that n F m. We will prove inductively that
1
1dim H PSL q , V F dim V .Ž .Ž .m n
If m s n then we already have the bound. Otherwise let P s LQ be the
parabolic whose Levi subgroup L is of type m y 1. Arguing as above,
dim H 1 G, V F dim G, V F dim H 1 L, V q dim Hom Q, V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L
Note that the L-module structure of Q is in fact that of the natural
Ž . w xmodule for PSL q . But using JP we get that if N is the natural Ln
1Ž . Ž n. Ž .module, H L, N s 0, unless L s PSL 2 or PSL 2 . Nevertheless we2 4
do not use these cases in the induction process. Therefore if V 9 is a factor
1Ž . Ž .of V that is isomorphic to N then dim H P, V 9 s 1 s 1rn dim V 9. If
Ž .V 0 is a factor not isomorphic to N, we have Hom Q, V 0 s 0, and fromL
11Ž .the induction hypothesis, dim H P, V 0 F dim V 0. Hencen
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
n
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1.2. If G ( PSL q , n is the largest prime, so thatm
n F m, q - 5, and V is an irreducible kG-module with k algebraically closed
Ž . <and char k q, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
n
COROLLARY 4.1. If G and V are as in Proposition 4.1.2, we ha¤e that
2
1dim H G, V - dim V .Ž .
m
Proof. n in the proposition can be taken to be ) mr2.
4.2. Unitary Groups
The only cases we need to consider are q s 2, 3, 4. For these cases,
Ž . Ž 2 .G ( PSU q , we will consider the parabolic P of the type L q . Then2 m k
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1Ž .if P s LQ, P will contain the p Sylow of G; hence dim H G, V F
1Ž .dim H P, V . As above, Q will act trivially on an irreducible P module
M, and so after considering the P irreducible factors of V, we can see that
dim H 1 P , M F dim H 1 L, M q dim Hom Q, M .Ž . Ž . Ž .L
In fact one can easily see that Q as a F 2 L module is isomorphic toq
N m N Ž2.. We will use the following:
PROPOSITION 4.2.1. For any n G 2, q - 5,
1. If g s 3, 4,
dim H 1 GL q2 , N m N Ž2. s 0.Ž .Ž .n
2. If q s 2 then
dim H 1 GL q2 , N m N Ž2. F 2.Ž .Ž .n
Ž .Proof. Note that if q / 2 then the center of GL q acts nontriviallyn
on N m N Ž2.; hence the cohomology is trivial, proving 1.
If q s 2, we use induction on n. If n s 2, then we can use Corollary 4.1
and get
dim H 1 L q2 , N m N Ž2. F 2r4 s 2.Ž .Ž .2
If n G 3, consider a parabolic subgroup P s LQ such that the Levi
subgroup will be of type L and the unipotent radical will be isomorphicny1
where N9* is the dual of the natural L module. Then we can see that
N ( D [ N9 as L modules. Here D is 1-dimensional. Therefore
N m N Ž2. ( D [ N9 [ N9Ž2. [ N9 m N9Ž2.Ž .
and
dim H 1 L q2 , N m N Ž2.Ž .Ž .n
F dim H 1 P , N m N Ž2.Ž .
F dim H 1 L, N m N Ž2. q dim Hom Q, N m N Ž2.Ž . Ž .L
F dim H 1 L, k [ N9 [ N9Ž2. [ N9 m N9Ž2.Ž .Ž .
q dim Hom N9*, k [ N9 [ N9Ž2. [ N9 m N9Ž2.Ž .Ž .L
F dim H 1 L, k q dim H 1 L, N9 q dim H 1 L, N9Ž2.Ž . Ž . Ž .
q dim H 1 L, N9 m N9Ž2.Ž .
F 2.
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ŽIn the worst case that is, when q s 2 and all factors of V are
Ž2..isomorphic to N m N we obtain that if m G 3,
3 1
1dim H P , M F dim V F dim V ,Ž . 2 nm
where n is the largest prime, so that n F m. Note also that if q s 3, 4 then
Ž 2 .the corresponding GL q give the better bound of 1rm.m
PROPOSITION 4.2.2.
v Ž .If G ( PSU 2 , m G 3, n is the largest prime so that n F m, and V2 m
Ž .is an irreducible kG-module with k algebraically closed and char k s 2, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
n
v Ž .If G ( PSU q , q s 3, 4, and V is an irreducible kG-module with k2 m
<algebraically closed and char k q, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
m
Ž . Ž .Note that PSU 2 ( PSp 3 , so the restriction in the proposition is not4 4
Ž .very strong. Next consider PSU q . Assume first that m s 1; then we2 mq1
Ž . Ž .only need to discuss two groups, U 3 and U 4 . The first was already3 3
1considered in 2.3, and a bound of was obtained. The second will be3
considered in Section 4.3.
Assume m G 2; in this case if we use the decomposition from Section
2.1.4.2, we get that P s LQ with P of type A and such that QrQ9 ismy 1
1Ž .the natural L module. Also dim H L, N s 0 if m y 1 ) 1 or q odd and
1Ž . i Ž . Ž .dim H L, N s 1 if m s 2, q s 2 . We will consider the cases U 2 , U 45 5
Ž 2 .in Section 4.3. As above note that if q ) 2 then the groups GL q willm
give better bounds. Therefore
PROPOSITION 4.2.3.
v Ž .If G ( PSU 2 , m G 3, n is the largest prime so that n F m, and2 mq1
V is an irreducible kG-module with k algebraically closed and char k s 2,
then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
n
v Ž . Ž . Ž .If G ( PSU q , m G 2, q s 3, 4, m, q / 2, 4 , and V is an2 mq1
irreducible kG-module with k algebraically closed and char k N q, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
m
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Ž .4.2.1. PSp qn
Ž i.For symplectic groups in even characteristic we have that PSp 2 (2 n
Ž i.PV 2 , so we will treat them in Section 4.2.2. For the other symplectic2 nq1
groups we will use an idea similar to the one we used for A in general. Ton
Ž .fix the notations let G be of type C q , let M be an irreducible kGn
module, and let P be a parabolic subgroup of G of type A . Also letny1
P s LQ, the Levi decomposition. As we noted in Section 2.1.2, Q is
isomorphic as a kL module with the symmetric square of the natural
representation. We will prove that in general if N is the natural represen-
Ž . 1Ž 2 .tation of G s GL q with q small, then dim H G, S N F 1. If q / 3n
note that the center of G will act without fixed points on S2N. But if we
apply the inflation restriction sequence to this we get that
H 1 G, S2N F H 1 Z G , S2N s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .
So the only case that we need to consider is q s 3. We will need the
Ž w x w x2 .following result cf. Lemma 1.8 of LiST or K :
PROPOSITION 4.2.4.
dim H 1 GL 3 , S2N F 1.Ž .Ž .n
Ž Ž .Using this and our estimate for GL to prove note that for b we willn
.use the result in Proposition 3.2.1 :
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2.5. a If G ( PSp q , q - 5, V is an irreducible2 n
G-module, and t is the largest prime t F n or t s 3 if n s 2, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
t
Ž . Ž .b If G ( PSp q , q s 5, 9, then2 n
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .  4max 3, n
Ž .4.2.2. V q , q - 52 nq1
This is the case B , and as in the nonnatural characteristic, we willn
consider a parabolic subgroup P of type A . If P s LQ is the Leviny1
decomposition, then Q has order q nŽnq1.r2, and it is, as a GL module,n
indecomposable of length 2 having the factor QrQŽ2. ( N, where N is the
2 I thank the referee for this reference.
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natural GL module. Again since P contains the p Sylow subgroup of G,n
we have
dim H 1 G, V F dim H 1 P , V ,Ž . Ž .
and after passing to irreducible P factors of V,
dim H 1 P , M F dim H 1 L, M q dim Hom Q, M .Ž . Ž . Ž .L
Ž .Now dim Hom Q, M s 0 unless M is Galois conjugated to N. But inL
1Ž . w xthis case we have to deal with H L, N , and, using the results in JP , this
is zero unless n s 2 and q s 2 k or n s 3 and q s 2. Note that in the case
1Ž . Ž . w xG s Sp 4 s PV 4 , S2 gives a bound of . Also if n s 2, q s 2 the4 5 4
1 w xgroup is in fact S , and we obtain a bound of from GK . We will6 4
Ž .consider the case PSp 2 in Section 4.3.6
If we exclude the previous cases, we can use the bounds for A andn
obtain
1
1dim H G, V F dim V ,Ž .
t
where t is the largest prime F n.
Therefore we proved the following.
Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2.6. If G ( PV q , n G 2, q - 5, n, q / 3, 2 , V2 nq1
is an irreducible G-module, and t is the largest prime t F n and t s 3 if
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n, q s 2, 3 , t s 4 if n, q s 2, 2 , 2, 4 ,
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
t
w xNote that the results of ABS might fail in characteristic 2; however, if
n is larger than 3, the n-dimensional module cannot have length 2, so it
has to be irreducible.
q Ž .4.2.3. V q , n G 32 n
We are in the case D , and we will consider once again P s LQ then
A parabolic. Then if the characteristic is odd, Q is isomorphic as an Lny1
module with the exterior square of the natural representation.
w xThe cohomology of this module is 0 by JP . Then we can use the same
argument as above and get the same type of bound.
If we are in characteristic 2, we can encounter two types of problems.
First, it is possible that the cohomology of L2N is not trivial. This is the
Ž . Ž n. Ž . Ž .case when n y 1, q s 1, 2 , 2, 2 , or 3, 2 . The first two cases are not
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Ž .possible, and so the only possibility is V 2 . Still in this case the dimen-8
sion of Q is in fact 6, and thus we can see that even if M ( L2N, and thus
11Ž .dim H G, M F 2, we still get the estimate of that we need for the3
argument.
The next problem we could encounter is that Q might not be irreducible
but indecomposable of length 2. This might happen only if n s 5, and in
this case Q will have two factors, both isomorphic to the natural module.
1Ž .However, in this case since H L , N s 0 we can modify the argumentn
slightly and still get
q Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2.7. If G ( V q , q - 5, V is an irreducible G-module,2 n
and t is the largest prime t F n, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
t
y Ž .4.2.4. V q , n ) 32 n
2 Ž .This time we are in the case D q . Using the decomposition in Sectionn
2.1.3.3 we get a parabolic P in which the Levi complement is of the type
A , and the unipotent radical will have QrQ9 isomorphic with theny2
natural n y 1 module. Once again if V 9 is an L factor of V that is
1Ž .isomorphic with the natural module, H L, V 9 s 0. Therefore
y Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2.8. If G ( V q , n ) 3, q - 5, V is an irreducible2 n
G-module, and t is the largest prime t F n y 1, then
1
1dim H G, V F dim V .Ž .
t
Ž .4.2.5. F q4
In this case we will take P to be the parabolic subgroup that corre-
sponds to the Levi complement of type B if q s 3 and C if q is odd.3 3
There are two factors in the decomposition of the unipotent radical:
Ž2. Ž2. w xQ ( N, the natural module, and QrQ ( S, the spin module. From JP
1Ž .H L, S s 0. So if M is an irreducible P module we have
11 1dim H P , M F dim H L, M q dim Hom Q, M F dim M .Ž . Ž . Ž .L 3
In conclusion, after passing to P irreducible factors of V we get
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2.9. If G is of type F q , q - 5, and V is an irreducible4
G-module, then
11dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 3
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Ž .4.2.6. E q6
In this case we will consider P s LQ to be the parabolic subgroup of
type A . Then the corresponding unipotent subgroup Q will be in fact5
isomorphic with S2N, where N is the natural module. We have proved
1Ž 2 .that dim H L, S N 0 unless q s 3, and in this last case the cohomology
is 1-dimensional. Therefore we can see that
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2.10. If G is of type E q , q - 5, and V is an irreducible6
G-module, then
11dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 5
2 Ž .4.2.7. E q , q - 56
We can use the same decomposition as in the proof of Proposition 2.2.5
and get a parabolic subgroup for which the Levi complement of type
2 Ž 2 . 2A q and the unipotent radical is isomorphic with S N, where N is the5
natural 6-dimensional module. If we are in characteristic 2, we have that
this module is indecomposable of length 2, with the top factor isomorphic
1Ž . 2with N and H L, N s 0. If the characteristic is not 2, the module S N
11 2Ž . .will be irreducible and H L, S N s 0 . Since there is a bound of for3
2A , then5
2 Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2.11. If G is of type E q , q - 5, and V is an irreducible6
G-module, then
11dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 3
Ž .4.2.8. E q7
Let P s LQ be the parabolic of type A . Then Q will have two shapes,6
Ž . Ž .one of dimension 7 V and one of dimension 35 V . Then2Ž e ye . Ž e ye .5 6 5 6
QrQ9 is isomorphic with L2N, where N is the natural module and the
cohomology of this module is trivial. If we use the same argument as
before we get
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2.12. If G is of type E q , q - 5, and V is an irreducible7
G-module, then
11dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 7
Ž .4.2.9. E q8
Let P s LQ be the parabolic of type A . In this case we will have three7
shapes, the dimensions of which are 8, 28, and 56. We have that QrQ9 is
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3 1Ž 3 .L N, where N is the natural module. Also H PSL , L N s 0. Thus8
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.2.13. If G is of type E q , q - 5, and V is an irreducible8
G-module, then
11dim H G, V F dim V .Ž . 7
4.3. The Exceptions
Ž . nConsider first G s G q , 2 - q - 5. Note that if q s 3 , the problem2
w xis already solved by S4 . In particular we have that
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.3.1. If G is of type G 3 and V is an irreducible G-mod-2
ule, then
11dim H G V F dim V .Ž . 49
If q s 4 we can see that G has a cyclic subgroup S of order 13 and that1
² :there is an element x g G of order 6 that normalizes S . Let B s x and1
T s S B. There are two maximal subgroups H , H of G that contain T .1 1 1 2 1
Ž . Ž .They are of type L 13 and, respectively, U 4 : 2. In each of these two2 3
subgroups the centralizer of an element of order 6 is trivial. The central-
izer of x in G has an order of at least 12; hence there is an element g g G
of order 2 that centralizes x but is not contained in either of the two
subgroups. Let S s S g. If S is included in H , one of the two subgroups,2 1 2 i
y1 Ž .then there is a g 9 g H such that g 9g g N T s T ; hence g g H , a1 G 1 1 i
contradiction. It follows that S does not belong to any of the H ; hence2 i
1² :G s S , B, S , and we can apply Lemma 2.1 to get a bound of for this1 2 6
group.
2 Ž . 2 Ž . w xConsider next the case F q . If G s F 8 , then by M , the normalizer4 4
in G of an element of order 37 is maximal, and it is isomorphic to the
semidirect product of the cyclic group of order 37 with a cyclic group of
order 12. Also using GAP, the element of order 12 has a nontrivial
centralizer in G. Let s be an element of order 37, let a be an element of
order 12 in its normalizer, and let g be an element that centralizes a but
² : ² : gdoes not belong to the normalizer of s. Let S s s , B s a , S s S ,1 2 1
and apply Lemma 2.1. Since the orbits of B on S all have length 12, we1
1get a bound of for this group.12
2 Ž .The case G s F 2 9 has been treated in Section 2.3.4
Ž .If G s U 4 then there is a maximal subgroup of type 13 : 3, and the3
centralizer in G of an element of order 3 has order 15. We can take S , a1
² :cyclic group of order 13; B s x , a group of order 3 that normalizes
1GŽ .S ; g g C x _ B; and T s T in Lemma 2.1 to get a bound of for1 G 2 1 3
this group.
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Ž .In the case G s PSU 2 consider S , the cyclic subgroup of order 11.5 1
² :Let B s x be a subgroup of order 5 that normalizes S and let1
T s S : B. There is a unique maximal subgroup H of G that contains T1 1 1
Ž .and H s L 11 . In H the centralizer of an element of order 5 is trivial,2
and in G the order of the centralizer of x is at least 15. We can then take
g to be an element of order 3 that centralizes x but is not contained in H
1and repeat the argument above to obtain a bound of for this group.5
Ž . Ž .If G s PSU 4 consider P s LQ, a parabolic of type U 4 . P will5 3
1Ž . 1Ž .contain the p Sylow of G; therefore dim H G, V F dim H P, V . As
above, Q will act trivially on an irreducible P module M, and so after
considering the P irreducible factors of V we can see that for each factor
M,
dim H 1 P , M F dim H 1 L, M q dim Hom Q, M .Ž . Ž . Ž .L
Ž .Note that in this case, QrQ9 is the natural module for U 4 , and we3
11Ž Ž . .know that H U 4 , N s 0, so we get a bound of for this group.3 3
Ž . Ž .If G s PSp 2 , consider S , a cyclic subgroup of order 7. Then N S6 1 G 1
s 7 : 6 will be included in four maximal subgroups, H s S , H s U : 2,1 8 2 3
6 Ž . Ž . Ž .H s 2 : L 20 parabolic , and H s L 8 : 3. Note that in each of these3 3 4 2
subgroups with the exception of S the centralizer of an element of order 68
is trivial and that in the case of S the centralizer can have order 18.8
Nevertheless in G any element x of order 6 is centralized by an involution
² :that is not a power of x. We can then take B s x to be a subgroup of
Ž . gorder 6 normalizing S , g g C x _ B to be an involution, and S s S . It1 G 2 1
² :will follow that G s S , B, S ; hence applying Lemma 2.1 we get a1 2
1bound of for this group.6
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